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The Challenge

Five decades ago, The Company Shop’s Founder and Chairman John Marren realised 
that surplus wasn’t a disposal issue, it was a redistribution one. They’re now the largest 
redistributor of surplus in the UK, selling food, drink and a range of other household 

products through their members-only supermarkets called Company Shops. They also 
channel surplus products through their award-winning social enterprise, Community Shop. 

When we first met them, their parent company was using the same name and brandmark 
as their retail stores. So our first challenge was to give them more effective brand 
architecture, so they could talk to corporate audiences and retail customers in 

clearly differentiated ways.

 
The Approach

We invited the Company Shop team to join us for a Brandschool® to help us build a 
robust strategy. We then built a clear brand architecture, renaming the parent company 

Company Shop Group and keeping the name Company Shop for their retail stores.  
Each was then given a clear brand positioning: 

Company Shop Group “Turning problems into potential.”  
Company Shop “Shop good, feel good, do good.” 

We created brand guidelines for both, as well as for their social enterprise Community 
Shop. We also wanted to embed the new positioning in their corporate culture, so we 

took the positioning of “Turning problems into potential” and developed a multi-channel 
employee communications programme called “Be the potential”. 

The Results

We’ve taken the Company Shop Group brand into a new era. Our visually powerful, 
multi-faceted and connected brand platform has helped them grow even further, with a 

first store opening in Scotland, a new Community Shop in Halton and new product areas 
being introduced. They also won a second Queen’s Award for Enterprise,  

the most prestigious prize in British business.
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WHO WE ARE BRAND KEY

We think that waste is the least commercial thing you can do. It’s that sort of brighter thinking - spotting an opportunity in the marketplace that  
others don’t that sets us apart. Many years later, and much hard work has ensured that some of the UK’s leading manufacturers, retailers and  

brands trust us to solve the problem of surplus. We challenge ourselves everyday to ask ‘is there a better way of doing it?’. 

We take away problems. We turn problems into opportunities which benefit multiple stakeholders. 
This power of potential is scalable and sustainable. Because global food production is having a negative impact 

on climate change, our current priority is targeting and leveraging food waste for positive change. 

Be curious       Aim for extraordinary       Always do the right thing       In it together       Make it happen 

Trusted       Authoritative       Responsible       Optimistic       Empathetic   

To earn the trust and loyalty of all our stakeholders by ensuring 
our shared endeavours are always in the best interests of people 

and planet whilst respecting commercial success. 

REVOLUTIONARY THINKINGESSENCE

PROMISE

PERSONALITY

VALUES & 
BEHAVIOURS

BENEFITS

TRUTHS

BRAND KEY

Our brand key is an integral tool to
articulate who we are and what we
stand for. It’s the brand key that forms
the basis of our big idea and shapes 
our business from the inside. 
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COMING TOGETHER ADVERTISING/POSTERS

LAYOUT

In this example we show how we bring 
together our tone of voice, imagery and fonts 
to create maximum impact.

The headline utilises both the full 
and stroke version of FS Elliot Heavy.
By highlighting ‘SOLVED’ we are visually 
tying this positive message back to the 
brandmark and Company Shop Group.

Left aligned brandmark 
locked up with strapline 
and URL. See Alignment 
and Size for more details.

The creative is led by one 
of our impact photos 
which supports the 
sentiment of the piece.

We hero the core 
message by allowing 
plenty of space around  
it to breathe. 

The supporting copy here engages with the reader 
both through a targeted and brand positioning 
message. We use FS Elliot Regular here to provide 
contrast with the dark background.

Our call to action is displayed in FS Elliot Bold. 
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BROCHURE/REPORT LAYOUT

In this example we show how we bring 
together our tone of voice, imagery and 
fonts to create maximum impact.

COMING TOGETHER

FS Elliot Heavy has been used to 
display statistics in this spread. Both 
the full and stroke type are used 
here with a mix of sizes and graphic 
elements bringing the page to life.

Body copy in FS Elliot Regular.
(FS Elliot Light if it were to have a light background)

Title in FS Elliot Heavy. 

Our tonal colour palette is used 
 to display charts/diagrams.

Our photography is intended 
to work throughout our 
communications as either  
full page, single page or  
inset shots. 

Quotes can be very powerful 
as an endorsement in a piece 
of literature. We’ve used FS 
Elliot Regular here but have 
increased the size a little.

Key statistics/facts 
are pulled out with 
FS Elliott Heavy.

LITERATURE
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COMING TOGETHER SOCIAL MEDIA

LINKEDIN

We should use our social platforms to  
affirm our position as leading. 

This is where we should demonstrate our 
knowledge and expertise  and ultimately 
as the voice of authority in surplus, 
redistribution and social enterprise.
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WHAT WE LOOK LIKE BRANDMARK

The white out version of the brandmark 
should be used over any darker background 
or imagery to standout and be seen.

The core colour navy version of the brandmark 
should be used over any lighter background 
or imagery to standout and be seen.

BRANDMARK – STACKED

A logo isn’t just something that looks 
pretty at the top of a letter or stuck 
on a sign, it’s what the public see and 
associate us with. We can’t stress 
enough how important it is to 
 keep it consistent.

Our logo is a simple yet bold mark 
that embodies the movement taking 
place in the surplus industry. It stands 
proud and strong, representing  
the values and beliefs our  
company believes in.

The stacked brandmark is the 
preferred choice, where space is a 
limiting factor the linear version 
should be used.

WHO WE ARE

CHANGING DIRECTION

DIFFICULTY / 
HASSLE WORRY / 
COMPLICATION

PROMISE POSSIBILITY / FUTURE /
BROADER THAN SURPLUS

WHAT WE STAND FOR

THE BIG IDEA

Is the culmination of all that we stand 
for in one succinct line. This takes the 
form of our strapline and should be 
used within all of our communications, 
see our Coming to life section for 
examples of how we use this.
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Please do not use the hero 
brandmark any smaller than 
the measurements provided.

15mm

The brandmark should 
not be used below the 
minimum width of 15mm.

MINIMUM SIZE

To ensure that our hero logo is presented in
all its glory, there are some rules that need
to be followed to implement consistency.

Use the O from the brandmark and use this 
as a spacer between the mark and anything 
else that may interfere with its appearance. 
This example shows the logo within the frame 
created from the O letterform.

BREATHING SPACE

WHAT WE LOOK LIKE BRANDMARK

35mm

The brandmark should 
not be used below the 
minimum width of 35mm.

MINIMUM SIZE
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WHO WE ARE BRAND KEY
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brands trust us to solve the problem of surplus. We challenge ourselves everyday to ask ‘is there a better way of doing it?’. 

We take away problems. We turn problems into opportunities which benefit multiple stakeholders. 
This power of potential is scalable and sustainable. Because global food production is having a negative impact 

on climate change, our current priority is targeting and leveraging food waste for positive change. 

Be curious       Aim for extraordinary       Always do the right thing       In it together       Make it happen 

Trusted       Authoritative       Responsible       Optimistic       Empathetic   

To earn the trust and loyalty of all our stakeholders by ensuring 
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and planet whilst respecting commercial success. 

REVOLUTIONARY THINKINGESSENCE

PROMISE

PERSONALITY

VALUES & 
BEHAVIOURS

BENEFITS

TRUTHS

BRAND KEY

Our brand key is an integral tool to
articulate who we are and what we
stand for. It’s the brand key that forms
the basis of our big idea and shapes 
our business from the inside. 
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HOW TO BUILD
CONFIDENCE IN
A COMMUNITY.

HEADLINE – FULL TYPE

Throughout our brand we use FS Elliot in  
upper case to make a statement. 
Upper case should be used for titles,  
statement headlines section headings 
and in instances where we want to pull 
out specific information e.g. statistics. 

HEADLINE  – STROKE TYPE

Use of the stroke headline font is designed to 
be a visual nod back to our main brandmark.
We can use it to accentuate key detail in the 
headline copy or it can be used to support  
the title, as per the example here.

You can see how this element is implemented 
in our Coming to life section.

FS Elliot 

Example:

Upper case   Heavy    70pt 

Tracking    -10

Leading    95% of pt size  (example 66pt)

Kerning    Optical

FS Elliot 

Upper case    Heavy     70pt

Stroke    2pt 

Tracking    10  (to accommodate stroke)

Leading    95% of pt size  (example 66pt)

Kerning    Optical

WHAT WE LOOK LIKE TYPOGRAPHY
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PRIMARY COLOUR

Our colour palette represents Company Shop 
Groups’  strong and serious positioning within 
the surplus industry.

The primary colour is Navy Blue and should 
be considered as the main colour for anything 
Company Shop Group. The Navy can be used 
in tints when needed.

White is the secondary colour and is usually 
used over the blue. However, when necessary 
this can be reversed with the navy blue colour 
appearing over white.

The accent green is a pop of colour that 
represents the dynamic feel Company Shop 
Group has. 

SUPPORTING COLOURS

This selection of colours are to be used when 
creating supporting material for the brand  
e.g. in charts and diagrams. 

Pantone 282 C 

RGB 24  36  62 

CMYK 100  87  44  51  

# 18243e

Pantone 3385 C 

RGB 60  212  174 

CMYK 64  0  45  0

# 3cd4ae

90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30%

WHAT WE LOOK LIKE COLOUR PALETTE

TYPOGRAPHY

This colour should only be used as an 
accent and not as a core colour.

RGB 176  181  175 

CMYK 34  23  28  4 

# b0b5af

RGB 165  208  214 

CMYK 40  5  18  0 

# a5d0d6

RGB 125  133  82 

CMYK 53  33  73  17 

# 7d8552

RGB 74  145  149 

CMYK 71  25  39  7 

# 4a9195

RGB 38  80  140 

CMYK 93  70  18  4 

# 26508c

RGB 129  125  124 

CMYK 48  40  40  22 

# 817d7c

RGB 220  188  77 

CMYK 16  22  78  3 

# dcbc4d

RGB 206  149  168 

CMYK 20  48  21  2 

# ce95a8

RGB 218  114  101 

CMYK 11  65  55  2 

# da7265

RGB 169  81  129 

CMYK 36  77  22 5 

# a95181

RGB 79  52  121 

CMYK 84  91  16  4 

# 4f3479

RGB 182  173  204 

CMYK 33  33  7  0 

# b6adcc
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The left alignment applies to both 
portrait and landscape formats.

The Company Shop Group brandmark is best 
positioned to the left of whatever format 
applied to. Even though it is usually seen  
at the top or bottom of a page, it can be  
applied anywhere along the left hand  
margin depending on suitability.

ALIGNMENT & SIZE

WHAT WE LOOK LIKE BRANDMARK

As a guide, the optimal size that our brandmark 
should appear is calculated by the ‘sixth rule’.

The overall width of the piece can be divided 
into 6, this should then be a guide to the width 
that our brandmark should appear.
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COMING TOGETHER CHARTS & GRAPHS

CHARTS & GRAPHS

We use our supporting colour palette 
to bring our charts & graphs to life.

LANDFILL

-£100 BREAK 
EVEN

+£100 +£200 +£300 +£400 +£500 +£600

ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

ANIMAL FEED

COMPANY SHOP GROUP

AVERAGE £ RECOVERY PER TONNE

A monetary 
cost to 
dispose

Returning a 
monetary value 
to you, the client

LANDFILL

-£100 BREAK 
EVEN

+£100 +£200 +£300 +£400 +£500 +£600

ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

ANIMAL FEED

COMPANY SHOP GROUP

AVERAGE £ RECOVERY PER TONNE

A monetary 
cost to 
dispose

Returning a 
monetary value 
to you, the client

CHILL
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CONFECTIONERY
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DRINKS
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FROZEN
4.78%

HOUSEHOLD
1.81%

JAM & MARMALADE
0.54%

OTHER TINNED
PRODUCTS
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10.62%
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Please do not use the hero 
brandmark any smaller than 
the measurements provided.

15mm

The brandmark should 
not be used below the 
minimum width of 15mm.

MINIMUM SIZE

To ensure that our hero logo is presented in
all its glory, there are some rules that need
to be followed to implement consistency.

Use the O from the brandmark and use this 
as a spacer between the mark and anything 
else that may interfere with its appearance. 
This example shows the logo within the frame 
created from the O letterform.

BREATHING SPACE

WHAT WE LOOK LIKE BRANDMARK

35mm

The brandmark should 
not be used below the 
minimum width of 35mm.

MINIMUM SIZE
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